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HELLO ALL (The Group of now 10,000+ and growing):
MY REPLY TO THOSE WHO THINK WE CAN FIX CANADA
This country has more than 150 years of the east exploiting the west. Most
of you may have forgotten or may never have heard the issues around the
Crow rates (often mistakenly thought to be benefit to western farmers when
the true beneficiaries were eastern manufacturers), federal as opposed to
private railways (built to most eastern mines but not those in the west),
under representation, lop-sided CPP, variances in EI, special treatment for
Quebec, favouring Quebecois in the civil service via language requirements
and demanding a bilingual leader for the country, and of course the biggy
Equalization.
Ever wonder why they do not spell out how the formula works? Similar to the
climate change models which, even when baseball scores are entered as
data, the results always say warmer - with equalization the answer is
Quebec and the East. Equalization came into being in the very late fifties just
as the economic power of the West was becoming apparent. Before that I
guess 'Unequal was OK'.
These are some of the things that come to mind after 5 minutes of thought - I
am sure we could add to them with a little eﬀort. My point is that these actions
were not innocent nor accidental but part of a planned subjugation of the
hinterland, also known as the West.
I first became interested and aware of the diﬀerent attitudes in diﬀerent parts of
the country in high school. Specifically my family moved from Edmonton to
Toronto and then Vancouver in the space of two years. Very educational, and
I am not talking about school. Most of the people in Toronto barely knew we
had a city named Edmonton let alone where it was or what the major concerns
of Edmontonians were - nor did they care. I was a typical prairie kid brought
up to think of Canada first and Alberta a very distant second. It literally
shocked me to find out that with them that order was reversed and this was
considered normal. When we moved to Vancouver, I was happy to be coming
back west but was again surprised by the Vancouver, and BC first, thinking,
with Canada somewhere down the list which thinking was also prevalent

with Canada somewhere down the list which thinking was also prevalent
there. Pretty much evidenced by our current relationship with them.
Since then I have been trying to convince myself that they really did not
understand what they were doing. Finally, I have come to the realization that it
is me who did not understand. They know exactly what they are doing.
Just thought all you ardent "let's fix Canada" types should have a realistic
unpatriotic look at what you are trying to do. I want you to recognize that the
people in Ontario, Quebec and BC will be cheering you on - not through any
sense of liking Alberta or the West (sure there are a few) but what they really
like: THEY LIKE OUR MONEY.
l also want you to know that I will be voting to separate as I am convinced the
Eastern leopard will not change it's spots - with maybe a glimmer of hope
for BC and for sure northern BC.
Upon having your opinions revised you too will be welcomed to our new
nation. If you cannot bring yourself to change, I suggest that you move to
Toronto – after awhile you might just reconsider.
Tim McGee
Edmonton, Alberta
PS: I am real and this is not fake news.
PPS: If you think separating will be hard, I agree, but I am confident Albertans
come from hardy stock. And compared to another 6-8 years of Justin, it will
be a walk in the park!
OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION
1. From a Reader: IF our Premier Kenney is a federalist and supports staying
in Canada with a Trudeau at the helm for another 4-8 years or longer .... even 4
more years of Trudeaumaniac policies .... then Alberta, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba will have no alternative but to separate and WEXIT. IF Jason Kenney
will not consider leading WEXIT, then Alberta voters and citizens will find a new
man who will WEXIT and tell Toronto GTA and Ottawa and Montreal to take
what they have and shove oﬀ and we go our own way. National unity,
confederation is now obsolete and a weapon of liberal party politics gone very

confederation is now obsolete and a weapon of liberal party politics gone very
wrong and "unity" means serving the rulers in Ottawa with huge
concentrations of power. True leaders govern; Justin Trudeau rules.
2. From a Reader: At this stage in Alberta we need far more than words. We
need demonstrated action by both our politicians & citizens alike. We need
credible leaders to come forth to lead this charge toward separation. The
Provincial budget making a show of cutting expenses. If it weren’t for the unfair
policies & laws directed at Alberta our economic picture would look much
brighter. Not to say that previous Alberta governments squandered money
much of it to appease many social minded groups instead of investing wisely
for the Heritage Fund. We need more than words & rhetoric found being
exchanged at coﬀee shops.
3. From a Reader: The Trudeau Liberal Laurentian elites are backing Greta's
Canadian tour via an oﬀ shore funding. The question is why? The only
explanation is that Gerald Butts ENGO's that run Ottawa are attempting to
build suﬃcient public favour to bring forward draconian climate legislation and
taxation. Push will come to shove as a strong majority of western canadians
don't want it. Greta Thunberg’s press agent, as of May 2019, Daniel Donner,
works from the oﬃce of the: European Climate Foundation, founded by John
H. McCall MacBain. Name sound familiar? John H. McCall MacBain was the
Trudeau Foundation’s Chair of the Board. But there is more. Remember the
fiasco over the $928,000 donation to the Trudeau Foundation? That was the
McCall McBain Foundation, the one Greta's press agent "works out of". The
Trudeau Foundation attracted no foreign donations from 2008-2013, about
$53K in 2014, $428K in 2015 and $535K in 2016. According to the charity, the
Switzerland-based McCall MacBain Foundation has been responsible for the
majority of the increase in foreign donations.MacBain, a Canadian
businessman, is a founder of the McCall MacBain Foundation and chairman of
the Trudeau Foundation. MacBain is the 75th richest person in Canada and
has a net worth of $1.37 billion, according to Canadian Business magazine. So
the people who are funding Greta’s interference with our economy and election
are the same people who donate more money than anyone to the Trudeau
Foundation. Do you understand the massive push behind all the climate
activism during the election now?
4. From a Reader: Can someone explain why the lack of equality in
representation has not been addressed. When a population of 52,000 in
Markham, Ontario can elect a member yet in Alberta we have a population in

Markham, Ontario can elect a member yet in Alberta we have a population in
one riding of 127,000, yet it too only gets one elected seat. Perhaps this
government should be reminded of why we had the American Revolution.
“Unfair taxation without representation”! This situation alongside the unfair
equalization (what an oxymoronic statement) is allowed to continue. The fires
of separation must be stoked & kept burning. We cannot allow complacency to
lead to acceptance of this inept and unethical Liberal government.
5. From a Reader: In some ways the election outcome was good in that it has
brought to a head that confederation is broken, the status quo is intolerable,
and needs to be fixed or ..........
6. From a Reader: Why does it have to be an Alberta/Saskatchewan
separation? Why not divide Canada into Western Canada from Manitoba west
and Eastern Canada Ontario east. We keep western money in Western Canada
and all federal lands in the west. Eastern Canada keeps eastern money and
the majority of the debt and deficit. Western Canada is governed completely
separately from Eastern Canada as two separate countries. This country is too
big and too diversified to keep on as is. The political decks are stacked against
us. If we were divided as two entities we would have ocean access and could
make our own laws. Even British Columbia must be tired of the whole country
revolving around Quebec.
ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING
In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.
1. ENCANA MOVING CORPORATE DOMICILE TO U.S. Click here
2. FEDERALLY FUNDED GUIDE TELLS MUSLIMS HOW TO VOTE Click
here
3. 'WEXIT' TALK DOESN'T STOP AT ALBERTA'S BORDER WITH
CONSERVATIVE SURGE IN B.C. Click here
4. DIANE FRANCIS: CANADIANS VOTED FOR A BUNCH OF
HYPOCRITICAL GREENIES AND THEIR NAIVE, SUICIDAL PLATFORMS
Click here
5. JAY HILL: TIMELINE FOR WESTERN INDEPENDENCE Click here

5. JAY HILL: TIMELINE FOR WESTERN INDEPENDENCE Click here
ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE
We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!
Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.
Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!
Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com
Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com
Rick Shannon
Calgary, Alberta
Neil Bowker
Edmonton, Alberta
If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".
If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about

fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.
NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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